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 summary

2 am

Your love

Whispers in the wind

Friend zone

Laying here

Angel

I will always be true

Precious love

More than just a friend

VANESSA VEGA

I search and pray

Only have eyes for you

Just wanted us to grow

Mayra Legrand

Why do you hide from me?

Darkness falls 

Sometimes i feel like walking away

If i could give you the world

This world today

Throughout my life

3 am 

Crystal Mcdonald

Trying to get back my best friend
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Goodbye so long

All i want to do is treat you right

I can\'t go on this way

Empty bed Empty Dru

You can always count on me

Can i have your heart?

A friendship that doesn\'t end

I hope you feel better 

Lovers and friends

Who would ever think i could feel this way?

Please be quiet

We will be together until the day we die

Im sorry

Don\'t be mad

I want to give my all

You\'re special to me

I want to forget I love you

Cuddle boo

143 I love you

I will

Definition of what a true woman should be

I\'m here for you whenever you call

Rise or fall

This is where it\'s at

My life was incomplete without you
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Precious little girl

Mother I love you

Father I

My nephew 

My brother

R.I.P Big Dame

Cold hearted

Love Doll

Missing you like crazy

Angel of mine

Time will tell

Nicole\'s poem

Julianne Mcdonald 

All I need is just a try

Laura Patchell Jimenez 

Worth the fight

What are the odds 

A moment of reflection 

Church of the overcomer

Kenyonna Lebue 

Sunset street to no limits

Asia Rideout

They say a woman can\'t change a man

Trust takes years to build

With this ring I pledge 
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Lasheira johnson

Distant lover 

As I sit here thinking about me and you

Attached

Age ain\'t nothing but a number
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 2 am

2 am/you are heavy on my mind/especially placed within my heart/love so divine/something that will stand a lifetime/no
end in sight/infinite lifeline/beauty of you/outside and in/to describe the happiness tou make me feel/i don't know where
to begin/i do know I'd die/if you ever went away/i pray you will stay/until my dying day.
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 Your love

Your love/makes me happier than life itself/i use to be so into me/you made me love somebody else/others have come
and gone/but i know that we are forever/I'm so glad i found you/we were meant to be together/i will give you my all/and
you will be my everything/considering you as my wife/even though you are not wearing a wedding ring/and sometimes it
will be hard/but we'll make it/thick and then/good or bad/happy or sad/it will never change the love i have within.
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 Whispers in the wind

Whispers in the wind/sounds so distant/normal usual sounds/i can't even listen/is it im too far away?/or is love been
diluted/by talks,dms and emojis/like is love really real?/or is it something people are just hoping for/and when you have
it/and its gone/and you wait for it again/are you wasting time/waiting for the whisper in the wind/is it better to have loved
and lost/than not loved at all/to have dreams of loving someone/having someone to call your own/is the grass always
greener on the other side/or do people really live by ride or die/or do people really just up and start from fin/because they
can't hear whispers in the wind.
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 Friend zone

Forgive me/if sometimes i pressure you alot/it's just hard hiding the fact/that i like you alot/so much that i am willing to
look like a fool/but i try my best/to express/till you say you do to/i keep persisting until then/wearing my heart on my
sleeve/maybe I'm stuck in the friend zone/maybe you don't want me/silence is speaking volumes/many
maybe,could,should/like maybe we should be together/i would if i could/you are my desire/and i feel you just in arm
reach/just when i think i got you in my grasp/something pulls you away from me/i may not be the one/and I'm probably
being ignored/but you are the one i want/to have,cherish and adore.
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 Laying here

Laying here/thinking about the one i love so much/wanting/needing/craving her touch/i realize/when i look in her
eyes/feel the touch of her lips/embraced in a kiss/nothing makes me happier/not fortune/fame/anything material/i die a
little every time she leaves me/i guess her love is kind of serial/but a blessing/none the less/and i must confess/many
have come and gone/but she is levels above the rest/so as i lay here/i feel so lucky/as she is heavy on my mind/through
the seconds/minutes/hours/i know we will go the test of time
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 Angel

Angel baby/I'm thinking of her/my beautiful friend/distant lover/i do really like her/she's special indeed/all anyone can ask
for/want and need/she helps me when im down/very appreciated/compliments everyday/but here is another way to say
it/thanks for having my back/and being by my side/I'm here if you need me/arms open wide.
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 I will always be true

Tears of joy/heart of happiness/don't know what to say/ever since you brought your love my way/its been so long/since i
felt like this/when you are awayit's you i miss/it'll never hurt baby/i promise this/when you find that someone/never let
them go away/when you need that somebodyshow how much you appreciate/when you love somehow/with all your
heart/don't let it fall apart/i make this vow to you/that i will always be true
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 Precious love

Precious love/i hold you dear/through all thr distance/i feel you near/i see you in my mind/my heart is filled because you
are there/always in my dreams/that's where/i get to hold you/kiss you/enjoy you in my presence/it's like christmas
everyday/and you are my present/a gift that keeps on giving/a love lasting forever/i want to live eternity/with you and me
together.
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 More than just a friend

Silly of me an option/when i made you a priority/i wanted more of you/you could care less if you got less or more of me/i
played the sucker/gave my heart/wore it on my sleeve/i can't help it if you want to leave/you have so many other
options/people you can share your time with or been/but i want to be more to you than just a friend/but actions speak
louder than words/and you feeling the same is something i never heard.
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 VANESSA VEGA

Very special/A true friend indeed/Noble at heart/Naturally sweet/Energetic and fun/So full of light/Self sufficient and
independent/Amazing breath of life/Valuable to me/Exactly what a friend should be/Generous and giving/An angel
amongst society.
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 I search and pray

I see rain and clouds/i long to see rainbows/a place where love shines/like a sunrise/a place i've heard of/somewhere i
still don't know/i sit here drowning in a sea of emotions/a ocean full of loneliness/a lake of emptiness/a pool of regrets/a
puddle of love not returned/soaked from the rain/ of lessons learned/but there is a love burning/in my heart/that i can't
put out/as i wear it on my sleeve/show it with my actions/not just saying words/its more than what comes out of my
mouth/as i hunger for that special someone/and the ability to feed a soul/i search and pray/for the one which i can grow
old.
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 Only have eyes for you

It's hard to always find the right words to say/i try all the time/everyday/hoping you always be a part of my life/never go
away/believe what i say is true/i see alot of people/but only have eyes for you.
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 Just wanted us to grow

Hope i didn't scare you away/speaking from my heart/now it's like close friends/slowly drifting apart/i just had to let you
know/but not if it meant you had to go/just wanted us to grow
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 Mayra Legrand

Means the world to me/Awesomely sweet/Young yet wise/Real as can be/A smile that lights a room/Laughter that
brightens a spirit/Equal to the essence of a angel/Great body from every angle/Remarkable as a friend/Amazing as a
person/Needs no stress or struggle/Da one and only snuggles.
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 Why do you hide from me?

Why do you hide from me/how do you push me away/blind to the things i do/deaf to the things i say/where is that
smile/where is the way you use to look at me/with those beautiful eyes/now its gone/everything has changed/and its
such a surprise/but the fact remains/you dwell in my mind/you stay in my heart/all day/all the time/every night/24/7/when
it seems like life is hell/you are my piece of heaven.
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 Darkness falls 

Darkness falls/evil calls/no stranger/been through it all/gun shots like a symphony/stab wounds like a melody/fist to face
a love poem/what's going on/drug deals a sitcom/robbery close as a tnt drama/fresh young girls/todays teen baby
mama's/confused young boys/todays burden on the world/where you talk with heat/before you even speak/most time
ending/with someone lying in the street/who is the blame/everybody points fingers/nobody takes the charge/but
everybody wears shirts/ with somebody to remember/killers kill/people who live/live/its just sad when a life ends/for
someone with so much to give.
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 Sometimes i feel like walking away

Sometimes i feel like walking away/when things don't go my way/no matter what i do or say/other times its so good when
i stay/my blue sky is grey/making everthing ok/before i sleep/before i lay/i pray for a long lasting love/enduring until my
dying day/good or bad/come what may/honor/cherish/trust/and obey.
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 If i could give you the world

If i could give you the world/I'd wrap it up in a bow/but i can only show you love on this earth/and hope that you know/if i
could take away every hurt/tear and fear/by having you in my arms/I'd hold you forever near/when you cry/i can be there
to dry your eyeswhen you ate in pain/the caress of my love will make it better/when you are scared run to me/I'll be your
protector/if i could be the one you choose to have and to hold/i would love you for life/till the day we grow old/wleven
after they put flowers on me/your love will be all i want/your love will be all i see.
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 This world today

This world today/is at a state of emergency/in serious need of help/in a state of urgency/sad yo see violence at a all time
high/senseless with never answered questions to why/when girls are proud of the fact they can twerk/but cant do the
simplest part of their school or homework/boys walking around settling there issues with guns/with no male figure to
guide them/love them/tell them "i love you son"/men and woman selling there souls for the almighty dollar/will illusions of
grandeur/high status and power/a society clothes in lies/struggling to find the naked truth/there is one solution i definitely
approve/pray to the Lord above/hate is only conquered by love.
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 Throughout my life

Throughout my life/I've been an example of being unworthy of his grace/still he continues to bless me,love me and keep
me safe/i have tirned my back on him/denied him/tried to walk on my own/but as the father of the prodical son/he
welcomed me back home/i thought i had the answers with alcohol and drugs/when they were all gone and the bottle was
empty/what remained was his love/there was times i wanted to die/even attempted suicide/he took my life in his
hand/assured me i could survive/let me know nomatter how hard it seemed/he would always see me through/wash me
in his blood/make me new/they say everytime we sin/its like we crucify him again/so i try the best i can/to live faithfully in
his plan.
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 3 am 

Three am/and its so much to saylike just a look of your eyes puts a smile on my face/like a rose in bloom/like sunshine
in june/like the way you walk in can light up a room/you are a queen with a princess/a woman/nothing less/just you
entering a room could leave me breathless/nothing less/i might be out of place moving on a crush/but i got a little/moving
on the faith that could give us so much
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 Crystal Mcdonald

Caring eyes/Ray of sunshine/Young and beautiful/Simply divine/Truly a pleasure to know/A joy to be around/Leaving me
wanting more/Much more than average/Constantly getting better/Destined for greatness/One determined go getter/No
one can compare/A cut above the rest/Loving and caring/Dru's crush like no one else.
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 Trying to get back my best friend

Never meant to cause you pain/never meant to break your heart/now we are apart/i think about you everyday/especially
the day you went away/please come back to me/i don't want to livr without you/don't know what I'd do without you/i don't
want to be alone/please come back home/I'll make it right/please stay the night/i love you for life/baby its alright/i don't
know the words to say/i don't know what to do/to make you believe in me again/im sitting here all alone/trying to get you
on the phone/trying to get back my best friend.
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 Goodbye so long

I don't even want to talk to you/because you ate just going to tell me lies/then you are going to apologize/all i tried to do
was give you love/and you tried to break my heart/now i have to give you up/i don't have the heart to love you
anymore/all i want to see is you walking out that door/go run back to that man since that is where you want to be/but
when he breaks your heart don't try to come back to me/Goodbye/so long/goodbye/I'm gone/there is no reason for the
tears/because you brought this on yourself/sleeping around with someone else/what's done in the dark will come to
light/you should have learned to treat me right/now another is going to sleep with me tonight/goodbye/to the pain i use to
feel/so long/to the one i thought would keep it real/goodbye/to the sorrow and all the heartache/im gone/to you girl/i
made a big mistake.
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 All i want to do is treat you right

I don't understand/how he could make you cry/used and abused you/then he said goodbye/now you got a broken
heart/when you thought he was a friend/just let me love you/i promise I'll make it mend/all i want to do is treat you
right/give you good love everyday and night/loving you to death because you are my baby girl/making sure you are safe
and you feel secure/give me just one chance/to prove everything i say/my heart that i give to you/I'll never take away/you
got to believe in me/like i believe in you/you are so special to me/believe me girl its true/will you be my girl/can you love
again/just trust me this one time/on me you can depend/i'll never hurt you/please give me your heart/i'll love you forever/i
promise from the start.
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 I can\'t go on this way

I don't know why/you treat me this way/every time i try to love you/you just turn me away/i want to give my all/you want
to run the streets all night/by the time you bring yourself home/the only thing you want to do is fight/i can't go on this
way/in love by myself/i have to find a better day/with somebody else/I'm trying to hold on/to the one who has my
heart/but as time goes on/i think we are better off apart/i don't want to live without you/it just wouldn't be the same/but
something has to give/i can't keep playing these games.
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 Empty bed Empty Dru

Empty bed/empty Dru/but my heart it feels for you/i say alot/and its so the same/but i am so different/not fond of games/i
would give you the world/but not financially stable that much/I'm feeling you for real/what do you call that
touch/emotions/delusions/or just plain confusion/whatever/i hope it is you i'm not losing/i need a ride or die/right by my
side/to be on your list/i have to try.
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 You can always count on me

We all make mistakes/but finding you was a blessing/you live and you learn/loving you is my lesson/heartfelt
emotions/as real as can be/want you to know/you can always count on me/good or bad/happy or sad/up or down/i will
always be around/taking a chance/giving my heart/to the one that brightens my life/when it sometimes seems dark.
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 Can i have your heart?

Can i have your heart/if so im willing to take it/giving mine in return/as long as you don't break it/every king needs a
queen/and you are the girl of my dreams/want to build something so strong/nothing else can come between/whether
person or distance/disagreements or situations/we will work it out/with understanding and patience.
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 A friendship that doesn\'t end

Her eyes so pretty/her body and soul/she's beautiful/but her heart broken from the things he use to do to you/now you
are scared but i swear/I'll always be there/with a friendship that doesnt end/on me you can depend/so when you need
me just call/i will be there through it all/at the times its too much to stand/i'll be there to catch you when you fall.
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 I hope you feel better 

Sorry you dont feel well/i hope you get better/i wish you mental emotional and physical health forever/i like to see you
happy/i hate when you feel bad/when you worry cry hurt/and fewl sad/i hope you feel better/with all the best wishes/and
all my love/with hugs and kisses.
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 Lovers and friends

We fight and fuss/spaz and cuss/is it not loving enough/or loving too much/are we living and learning/or crashing and
burning/in these days of our lives/as the world is turning/i know we will be together/forever and ever/good or
bad/nomatter the weather/lovers and friends/now until the end/with love fresh and new/asthe day it began.
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 Who would ever think i could feel this way?

Who would ever think i could feel this way/love ever since she came my way/i never knew i could fall so deep/man she
really got a hold on me/and if you know her/then you know why/beautiful person/inside and outside/im staying by her
side/she is always down to ride/we will be together until the day we die/love wont go/i will stay/never take your love
away/remain with me right by my side/until the end of time.
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 Please be quiet

Please be quiet/i don't want to hear you/it's sinking in/reality/everything i know to be true/one sided in a whole/starting to
take a toll/true meaning that everything that glitters aint gold/silence is becoming greater/really nothing to say/every hello
is followed by a talk to you later/now or later turns into never/so i guess its really whatever this is/realist nigga/go figure i
guess/sometimes for some people its hard to digest.
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 We will be together until the day we die

Girl to be with you is truly a blessing/came in my life and gave me direction/holding me down when i needed you/i would
be a fool ever leaving you/you are my angel/sent to guide me/no matter what/you are right beside me/im staying by your
side/you always down to ride/we will be together until the day we die.
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 Im sorry

I'm sorry if I'm not the man you dreamed of/sorry if you feel i don't give enough love/sorry if you think i don't care about
your feelings/sorry if you think i don't express mine enough/but honestly I'm glad for the day you came into my life/and i
never want things to be any other way/i don't want to lose you/fight you or hurt you/over things i do or don't say/i am who
i am but i will try a little harder/if it will help us go farther.
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 Don\'t be mad

Don't be mad/just accept me for the person that i am/in the aftermath/i probably wouldn't say it again/did not mean any
harm/just wanted to talk a bit/the little you gave to me/i wanted all of it/yes you are a friend to me/i never doubted it/but i
said things in drunken lines/and you have to forgive me miss/call me/talk with me/see me/walk with me/forgive me/is
what i ask of thee/i do make mistakes/but be mad/no/just laugh with me.
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 I want to give my all

I want to give my everything/mind, body and soul/but do you want the same/or is another aim your goal/do you want my
face to be the one you wake up to/or is it plans for another man to be your boo/am I wasting my time/thinking you could
be the one for me/because you have plans/for a guy to be your boo to be/or can you stand all that I have to give/be the
reason I get up/the reason that I live/can you accept that I give my whole heart/say what I mean/mean what I say/and
keep it that way/this situation I don't know how to call/all that I know is for you/I want to give my all
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 You\'re special to me

You are special to me/incredible she/always on my mind/especially/early in the morning/until late at night/when things go
wrong/our talks make them right/I want to be your rock/as you are my shoulder to lean/taking it slow/till you are my
everything/just letting you know/how im thinking/I am for you/and to honestly say/I care and adore you.
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 I want to forget I love you

I want to forget that I love you/I want to deny that through whatever/I placed no one above you/I want to put in the
past/what was and could be our future/let go of the fact that I ever even knew you/I want to lie to my heart/tell it you are
not gone/that you haven't move on/that's when reality hits me/and emotions run rapid/wants,needs,having/means
nothing if you don't have it/maybe loving you is a habit/that I just can't quit/like drinking and smoking/and out of all you
are the one/I never want to/I want to be a better man/I want to start all over/kiss you, hold you.
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 Cuddle boo

Guess your busy night/has you saying goodnight/let the moon cover you/and the night breeze consume you/until I get to
hold you tight/let the dreams you have keep you content/till the day I am with my heaven sent/let all be well/until we talk
again/let me be the one that you always know care/and always be there/in the morning I'll be there/so from now until the
night is through/I will be here waiting for my cuddle boo.
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 143 I love you

Damn baby you got me open/can't be without you/sex has gotten crazy/but I love everything about you/mind body and
soul/down to your imperfections/our love together/nothing short of a blessing/you're always on my mind/even when you
not there/I hope that you can see/that I really do care/everything I have and am/is all for you/one four three/I love you.
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 I will

I will make it/through trials and circumstances/I will succeed/I will take chances/I will do the impossible/I will accept no
limitations/I will believe in God/through the good and bad situations/I will hold my head high/I will not look down or
behind me/keeping my eyes on the prize/with my faith in the Lord to guide me/I will love my fellow man/as I love
myself/not lusting material things or wealth/I will overcome/I will survive/I will reserve my place on earth/for that sweet by
and by.
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 Definition of what a true woman should be

Your accomplishments make me proud/though i may not always say it out loud/but its the special moments that are
special to me/definition of what a true woman should be/a good woman great mother/an awesome student/above
others/a spirit that deserves to be where only the other angels see/but im happy that God chose to let this one/ share
who and how she is with me.
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 I\'m here for you whenever you call

I hate the fact that sometimes we disagree/or in a year you are emotionally in a different place than me/but nothing could
lessen the love I have for you inside me/or make me lose faith in what I know is meant to be/so I practice patience even
though I have moments I regret/I'm far from perfect but God is not through with me yet/but winter/spring/summer/and
fall/no matter how much you give you will always have my all/no matter how/when/or whatever you need/I'm here for you
whenever you call/home is where the heart is/and mine resides with you/as long as I live/and after my life is through.
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 Rise or fall

Sitting here thinking about the one I care so much for/the one I love and adore/everything I could ask for/at times I feel
like walking away/at times I regret the things I do and say/then knowing that you give your best makes everything
OK/sometimes I lose myself trying to find myself in you/sometimes I wonder if this is real/is it a dream or at all true/there
are also times when I know I can't give up/cause I put in my all/I invested so much/win or lose/all and all/I am here until
the end/rise or fall.
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 This is where it\'s at

You an count on me/when everything else fails/to lend my shoulder with love/I will always be there/no matter the
problem or situation/never have to go it alone/through whatever you are facing/if you hurt I feel your sorrow/want to be
your happiness/today & tomorrow/now and forever/we ride together/so this is just to let you know/that I always got your
back/whenever you need me/this is where it's at.
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 My life was incomplete without you

I can't seem to get you off my mind/and it's crazy/I seem to think about you all the time/so amazing/when you run
through my mind/I want you/when I'm not around you/I need to be/I believe that you were meant for me/I care for you
baby/you are my sunshine/you are my happy day/and I pray that you will never go away/my life was incomplete without
you/now I don't know what I would do without you/I miss you when you are gone/patiently waiting/it seems so long/every
moment is special/and I knew it from the start/I mean it from the heart.
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 Precious little girl

Little princess/queen to be/you mean a lot to me/though you are not mine biogically/your smile/your laugh/your ziest for
life/when I'm with you and your mom/everything is right/you are my family/though not through blood/with caring and
understanding/with unconditional love/you're mom is my everything/you're a bright spot in my world/my princess/my little
friend/precious little girl.
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 Mother I love you

Mother I love you/though I may not always say it/or you may not always think I show it/I hope you know it/our
relationship has not always been one of perfection/but through everything/crisis or celebration/we learned a lesson/we
have a bond nobody can break/you have a status nobody can take/you love me whether right or wrong/you have been
there for me when people have come and gone/you are my constant/in a world where people and things change/I love
you to death/always/simple and plain.
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 Father I

Father I/will love you till the day I die/I am you/you are me/giving me the example of what a real man should be/your
mistakes have been my guide/your accomplishments have been the same/I have been so proud to have your first
name/you are my father/you are my friend/one of the biggest part of everything I am/I don't always say it/but I love you to
no end/from then until now/and forever again.
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 My nephew 

My nephew/the son I never had/I love you good or bad/remind me so much of your dad/I like how you light up/everytime
you see me/whether you want to talk me to death/watch one of your shows on Tv/or play wii/I will always be here to try
to guide or help with a lending hand/support you to be a great man/I will be your uncle/I will be your go to/I will be your
safe place/I won't be someone that will disappear or go away.
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 My brother

My brother/we been in different places throughout our life/but when we are together everything just seems to be
right/even when we don't talk or see each other/our bond is tight/whether wrong or right/im going to be a support
system/you going to be a special part of my life/we've been through alot/you have been my partner/been my fellow
survivor/even times you suited up/and you were my rider/we are not the same/but we are alike/for you are my
brother/my best friend for life.
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 R.I.P Big Dame

Never thought i would be crying the gangsta blues/didn't want to believe it when i got the news/so surprised/kept hearing
you died/wanted it to be a lie/feeling so numb inside/on the 5th side of things/on the stoop smoking loosies/bragging on
lastnights coochie/or chillin listening to noochie/we shared the same passion for music/the same love for creativity/i will
never lose it/and your memory will never die/it will always live in me/but things will never be the same/rest in peace big
Dame.
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 Cold hearted

Cold hearted/ain't the way to be/i been waiting patiently/see you wasting time with niggaz that aint me/all the time keep it
real/you got sex appeal/chill/let me show how a real man actually feels/crush/i'm too grown for that/lust/never been on
that/but i am on the level of learning somebody/until our souls attach/lie/never told you that/searching for the right
one/and you could be that/i can melt the ice on your heart/if one chance you give me that.
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 Love Doll

Love doll/no/you are a lovely woman/I love you a lot/even though we are just friends/a lot of time knowing eachother/a
lot more time we could have went even further/but we cool/and then some/you are beautiful/I'm handsome/sometimes I
wish you could have been the mother of my son/grandmom to our grandson.
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 Missing you like crazy

Missing you like crazy/thinking about you baby/on my mind all the time/now & forever my lady/I want you every second/I
need you every minute/every hour/everyday/yes my heart is in it/so make some time for me when you can/I want to
learn everything about you/there is a emptiness every moment I have to do without you.
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 Angel of mine

Woke up in the morning with you heavy on my mind/angel of mine/princess of my heart/queen in my life all the time/you
are part of my soul/forever from now/your wish is my command/take control/hugs and kisses/lots of love/from the time I
wake up until I go to sleep/and inbetween in my dreams you are/who I'm thinking of.
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 Time will tell

I can say I know you well/you are my baby and only time will tell/I don't kiss and tell/dreams I don't buy and sell/I don't
live in heaven and relax in hell/I don't hurt/or flirt/I don't live in cleanliness/and play around in dirt/I don't say what I don't
mean/I don't lie/or forget/I'm the realist you can meet or already met.
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 Nicole\'s poem

Twin sister to my heart/sister I can talk to/any situation I can walk you through/almost as if you love me/you never judge
me/at the end of the day you'll always be my family/Nicole as a whole/is how a sister plays her role/better sister than
her/answer has to be no.
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 Julianne Mcdonald 

Joy to be around/unique in your own way/lovable and kind/inspiring in the thing you do and say/a hardworking
woman/never slacking on progress/never settling for less/educated and spiritually grounded 
More than a lot of the rest/caring and kind/down to earth/out of this world amazing/no place other than first/awesome
and talented/living out the dream/doing whatever it takes to live the life of a queen.
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 All I need is just a try

You can be my shoulder/and i can be your rock/I'll have what you dont have/you can get what i dont got/we can share
soul mind and body/an inseparable connection/never look at you like a possesion/but a blessing of perfection/I'll make
love to you/and love you like you want me to/love respect loyalty/is all i ask of you/if you say yes/you would make me the
happiest man alive/all i need is just one try/to love you till i die/so i sit here waiting patiently/for you to be mine/hopefully
not that long/just a matter of time.
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 Laura Patchell Jimenez 

Lady all the time 
Awesome and devine 
U caught my eye from day one 
Revealed the darkness 
Arose the sun 
  
Played a major part in me being happy 
All negativity went away 
Today doesnt mean like yesterday 
Can still remember our first day 
Here wondering how we dropped the ball 
Even through it all 
Long for every moment we shared again 
Long for my special friend 
  
Just wish for a button i could push restart 
I offer you my loyalty from the bottom of my heart 
Minus the drama 
Equalling positive instead 
No adding this that and the third 
Evening up to just what you and i said 
Zeroes never getting ahead
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 Worth the fight

Trying to figure how to repair/because i care/don't want things to change/but i can feel it in the air/can't lose my
connection to my friend/over stupid mistakes/I'll never let it happen again/it blows my mind/how i could cross the
line/how something so wrong could feel so right/at the time/but i'll try & try again/to set things right/because a friend like
you/is a treaure to have/tragic to lose/definitely worth the fight.
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 What are the odds 

Just wanted to say/I appreciate our friendship in so many ways/when we talk/when we don't/when you will/when you
won't/when i see you/when you are gone/when we fight and you forgive/how we let it be what it is/conversations/hugs
and a kiss/sharing love for family friends and God/a special friendship like this/what are the odds.
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 A moment of reflection 

A moment of reflection/and refecting on you/can't believe some of the things i said/or put you through/trying to be right
over something that was never wrong/still glad till this day we still managed to get along/expectations goin south/crazy
words out of the mouth/disrespect of a lady is never what i am about/hopefully you dont look at me any different than
you did before/cause i cherish our friendship/nothing less/nothing more/I cant erase the past or predict the future/but i
can say i like the woman that you are.
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 Church of the overcomer

Caring of others 
Helpful of people 
Understanding of faults 
Respecting everyone as equal 
Church for the people that dont go to church 
  
Overcoming the world  
Following the sheperd not the misguided herd 
  
Together in missions and fellowship 
Holding up with guiding the little kids  
Everybody is welcome from prison to harvard 
  
Outstanding joy even when life seems to get harder 
Very proactive to injustice 
Eager to lend a hand 
Reacting above the call of duty 
Creating can where there was a cant 
Overflow of blessings 
Many valuable lessons 
Everybody has a role 
Real young to the old
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 Kenyonna Lebue 

Keeper of my thoughts 
Everything i am i give to you 
Nobody else can change that 
You should know that is true 
Only need you to believe me 
No hesitation 
No limits 
All of me all of you all we can be 
  
Let me be your man 
Everything you need 
Be you shoulder to lean 
Up or down good or bad  
Everything in between
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 Sunset street to no limits

Sunset street to no limits/whatever i say or do/my heart is in it/wanting nothing more/than to see you smile/even if i can't
be in your life forever/glad you let me be a part of it for awhile/when we hug/its all love/when we kiss/pure bliss/when we
talk/i always listen/to see what your heart is missing/trying my best to fill it/without applying any pressure/but im here
through any weather/with gestures of love & pleasure.
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 Asia Rideout

Awesome and sweet 
Silly and fun 
Incredibly kind 
A special one 
  
Really a pleasure to know 
I like your massages and kiss 
Dealing with me and my ways 
Everytime we are together 
Our time is like bliss 
Up & downs through & through 
Thank you for all you do.
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 They say a woman can\'t change a man

They say a woman cant change a man/he will change for the woman he loves/there was alot of changes i could have
made/and willing/a lot of things could have been done different/I guess for a time i couldnt see/all you were doing was
supporting a better me/sometimes you cant see the forest/despite the trees/time aftet time/plea after plea/try after try/but
wasnt ready/now i am whole heartily/ready to be/whatever and anything you want me to be/boo thang/lover,cuddle
buddy,friend/or taking it slow until we loving again/just another note to explain how my heart feels/hope it makes you
smile/and meets your appeal.
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 Trust takes years to build

Trust takes years to build/seconds to break/forever to repair/nomatter what it takes/I will prove to you/I will always be
there/that i truly care/cant erase the past/but the future can be me treating you better/nomore hurting you ever/me and
you happy forever/give me trust again/with no limits/love with your all in it/along with mine/my heart and soul is a
given/lets make it better than now/greater than before/the best it can be/from now to forever more.
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 With this ring I pledge 

With this ring i pledge/I will be the best/better than i have been/more than i have/honor you completely/respect he life
you live/obey the rules of love & promise/hoping to get everything i give/if i dont/change i wont/not going to treat you/the
way i never expect to/neglecting you/would be the same as me/neglecting me/last but not least/as long as the ring goes
round/as the diamonds glisten/I will always be around.
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 Lasheira johnson

Love always  
Amazing beauty 
Sexy as ever 
Hope to always have you next to me 
Eyes of an angel 
I miss you all the time 
Real and outspoken 
Awaiting the day you're fully mine 
  
Joyful to have you as a part of my life 
Offering you a chance to someday be my wife 
Happy as ever for the time we share  
Never think when i get angry i dont care 
Sometimes i wonder what i did to get so lucky 
Only you have my all 
No one else can love me.
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 Distant lover 

Distant lover/far away friend/mind consuming always/present now & then/silence speaking volumes/so near yet so
far/can't see you or hear you/don't know where you are/no calls/no texts/no head/no sex/no contact at all/wonder whats
next/more space/more arguments/more throwing past in my face/still caring/still loving/forreal nobody can take your
place/all i can say/or even do/is be true to who i say i will be to you.
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 As I sit here thinking about me and you

As i sit here and think about me and you/I did and said alot of things/but ive always been true/I have and always will
care/and wish you the best/in every aspect of your life/you should never second guess/I admit i get jealous/having you
close but far away/when there are people who get to see you everyday/I want to be what you want/but i have to know
what it is/because i have taken an invested interest in you and the kids/we are more than just sexual/although i like it
alot/more than money/but you can have all i got/deeper than pictures and quotes/although i feel what they say/its just
simple as wanting you in my life/all day/everyday.
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 Attached

Am i attached/yes/cheat on you or hurt you/no/think you're beautiful/yup/only physically attracted to you/definitely nope/I
know you question sometimes do i mean what i say/si/madam could take the place of what i want us to be/you cant
change a tigers stripes/but you could try to make wrong to right/you cant turn the moon to the sun/when its dark at
night/but you can hit the switch/and bring the room to light.
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 Age ain\'t nothing but a number

Age ain't nothing but a number/when neither one wants the other hurt/loyalty is all thats the question/you've got mine
until im down in the dirt/but he love will live on/I dont want to control you/I know i dont own you/only desire is to kiss and
hold you/tongue you all over/liquored or sober/I been your ora soldier/oh so good/feels like heaven when im in
it/everytime we get started/hate when all is finished/back to the subject at hand/even not your man/as a man i will do all i
can/to make sure you're ok/and do the things i say/you're not something just to do not just someone to play.
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